FOR A BETTER US.
2017 Donor Report
$6,585,324
Thank you for your support.
2017 INDIVIDUAL DONORS

GIVING FOR A BETTER US

Every day, the Y strengthens communities for kids, adults and families who need us most with programs that protect, teach, connect, heal, nourish and encourage. It’s how we help communities and the “us” who live in them realize their incredible possibilities and full potential. But we don’t do it alone. We count on the generosity of our donors to help make a better us possible. In 2017, our donors have given generously to help address critical community needs and provide high impact Y programs that change lives. Our community is better because of you, and we are grateful for your support.

$250,000 and above
Margaret and Smoky Bissell
Claire and Neil Cotty
Gloria and Graeme Keith
India and Greg Keith

$100,000-$249,999
Kim and Johnny Belk
Anne and Bob Dooley
Cammie and Barnes Hauptfuhrer
Vickie and Gene Johnson
Susan and Don Sherrill

$50,000-$99,999
Anonymous
Louise Cashion
Molly and Steele Dewey
Kuldeep and Sajjan Dhaliwal
Dee-Dee and Cam Harris
Vonda and David Huss
Kelli and Pete Lash
Cathy and Steve Moore
Kathy and Lat Purser

$25,000-$49,999
Sharon and Bill Allen
Trudie and Benner Crigler
Susan and David Dooley
Randi and George Edmiston
Bob Knowling
Jane and Boxley Llewellyn
Betty and Randy Marion
Lyn and Fred Stubblefield
Kathryn Heath and Tom Webb

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous
Carol Lindsey and Jason Baker
Sarah and Tim Belk
Dana and Andy Brincefield
Ginny and John Collett
Meg and George Dewey
Theresa and Doug Drew
Anne and Hank Flint
Jeanne and Tim Garrison
Malinda and Ken Gill
Raleigh Anne and John Gray
Suzanne Guerin
Monica and Jamie Harris
Jan and Frank Harrison
Katherine and Mike James
Anita and Tom Lewison
Peggy and Jim Morgan
Anna and Tom Nelson
Mimi and Bailey Patrick
Virginia and Peter Popovich
Estate of Joseph Poston
LeeAnn and Crawford Pounds
Karen and Ward Pritchett
Kathleen Richardson
Emilie and Marc Robinson
Denise and Todd Tibbits
Joan and Frank Vafier
Cathie and Lance Weeden

$5,000-$9,999
Chris and David Allen
Erika and Jeffrey Arnold
Mary Lou and Jim Babb
Anonymous
Sheryl and Rod Antolock
Joel Barham
Kim and Lewis Barnhardt
Freshwater
Thomas Barnhardt
Stephanie and Howard Bissell
Laura and Charles Blankenship
Nancy and Stephen Brown
Joan and Andy Calhoun
Tricia and Kris Carroll
Randall Carter
Beth and Bobby Cashion
Tracey and Stacy Chaffin
Jo and David Clark
Phoebe and Coddy Coddington
Pamela and Bob Davies
Linda and Dave Dove
Dianne and Andy Elliott
Ronnie and Rick Fairclough
Amy and Wes Fritsche
Libba and Mike Gaither
Betty Jo and Joe Havens
Carey Ellen and Scott Heberton
Jane and Dean Jones
Marjorie Jones
Anne and David Krug
Yohanna and Patrick Leak
Sally Hawk and Tommy Levi
Zaydee and Tony Lopez-Ibanez
Suzy and Beau McIntosh
Stephen Mynhier
Sandy and Kevin Dean
Diane and Bill Denton
Mary Ranson
Philip Rice
Lisa and Randy Riggins
Jackie and Peter Shaw
Josie and Jim Shuford
Danielle Squires and Stephen Silvera
Aaron and Steve Smith
Edie and Dan Sullivan
Jane and Chris Thomas
Jim Thompson
Karen and Steven Tinsley
Susan and Bill Tome
Carolyn and Charlie Wade
Jill and Kevin Walker
Elaine and Norman Walters
Tara and Dave Wilson
Velva and Tom Woollen

$2,500-$4,999
Karen and Kendall Alley
Kathy Richardson
Duke Almon
Emilie and Marc Robinson
Larry Anderson
Denise and Todd Tibbits
Anonymous
Attorney
Christine and David Adams
Iliev and Robert Ageenko
Jody and Joshua Alexander

$100,000-$249,999
Kim and Johnny Belk
Anne and Bob Dooley
Camie and Barnes Hauptfuhrer
Vickie and Gene Johnson
Susan and Don Sherrill

$50,000-$99,999
Anonymous
Louise Cashion
Molly and Steele Dewey
Kuldeep and Sajjan Dhaliwal
Dee-Dee and Cam Harris
Vonda and David Huss
Kelli and Pete Lash
Cathy and Steve Moore
Kathy and Lat Purser

$25,000-$49,999
Sharon and Bill Allen
Trudie and Benner Crigler
Susan and David Dooley
Randi and George Edmiston
Bob Knowling
Jane and Boxley Llewellyn
Betty and Randy Marion
Lyn and Fred Stubblefield
Kathryn Heath and Tom Webb

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous
Carol Lindsey and Jason Baker
Sarah and Tim Belk
Dana and Andy Brincefield
Ginny and John Collett
Meg and George Dewey
Theresa and Doug Drew
Anne and Hank Flint
Jeanne and Tim Garrison
Malinda and Ken Gill
Raleigh Anne and John Gray
Suzanne Guerin
Monica and Jamie Harris
Jan and Frank Harrison
Katherine and Mike James
Anita and Tom Lewison
Peggy and Jim Morgan
Anna and Tom Nelson
Mimi and Bailey Patrick
Virginia and Peter Popovich
Estate of Joseph Poston
LeeAnn and Crawford Pounds
Karen and Ward Pritchett
Kathleen Richardson
Emilie and Marc Robinson
Denise and Todd Tibbits
Joan and Frank Vafier
Cathie and Lance Weeden

$5,000-$9,999
Chris and David Allen
Erika and Jeffrey Arnold
Mary Lou and Jim Babb
Anonymous
Sheryl and Rod Antolock
Joel Barham
Kim and Lewis Barnhardt
Freshwater
Thomas Barnhardt
Stephanie and Howard Bissell
Laura and Charles Blankenship
Nancy and Stephen Brown
Joan and Andy Calhoun
Tricia and Kris Carroll
Randall Carter
Beth and Bobby Cashion
Tracey and Stacy Chaffin
Jo and David Clark
Phoebe and Coddy Coddington
Pamela and Bob Davies
Linda and Dave Dove
Dianne and Andy Elliott
Ronnie and Rick Fairclough
Amy and Wes Fritsche
Libba and Mike Gaither
Betty Jo and Joe Havens
Carey Ellen and Scott Heberton
Jane and Dean Jones
Marjorie Jones
Anne and David Krug
Yohanna and Patrick Leak
Sally Hawk and Tommy Levi
Zaydee and Tony Lopez-Ibanez
Suzy and Beau McIntosh
Stephen Mynhier
Sandy and Kevin Dean
Diane and Bill Denton
Mary Ranson
Philip Rice
Lisa and Randy Riggins
Jackie and Peter Shaw
Josie and Jim Shuford
Danielle Squires and Stephen Silvera
Aaron and Steve Smith
Edie and Dan Sullivan
Jane and Chris Thomas
Jim Thompson
Karen and Steven Tinsley
Susan and Bill Tome
Carolyn and Charlie Wade
Jill and Kevin Walker
Elaine and Norman Walters
Tara and Dave Wilson
Velva and Tom Woollen

$2,500-$4,999
Karen and Kendall Alley
Kathy Richardson
Duke Almon
Larry Anderson
Anonymous
Attorney
Christine and David Adams
Iliev and Robert Ageenko
Jody and Joshua Alexander

$250,000 and above
Margaret and Smoky Bissell
Claire and Neil Cotty
Gloria and Graeme Keith
India and Greg Keith

$100,000-$249,999
Kim and Johnny Belk
Anne and Bob Dooley
Camie and Barnes Hauptfuhrer
Vickie and Gene Johnson
Susan and Don Sherrill

$50,000-$99,999
Anonymous
Louise Cashion
Molly and Steele Dewey
Kuldeep and Sajjan Dhaliwal
Dee-Dee and Cam Harris
Vonda and David Huss
Kelli and Pete Lash
Cathy and Steve Moore
Kathy and Lat Purser

$25,000-$49,999
Sharon and Bill Allen
Trudie and Benner Crigler
Susan and David Dooley
Randi and George Edmiston
Bob Knowling
Jane and Boxley Llewellyn
Betty and Randy Marion
Lyn and Fred Stubblefield
Kathryn Heath and Tom Webb

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous
Carol Lindsey and Jason Baker
Sarah and Tim Belk
Dana and Andy Brincefield
Ginny and John Collett
Meg and George Dewey
Theresa and Doug Drew
Anne and Hank Flint
Jeanne and Tim Garrison
Malinda and Ken Gill
Raleigh Anne and John Gray
Suzanne Guerin
Monica and Jamie Harris
Jan and Frank Harrison
Katherine and Mike James
Anita and Tom Lewison
Peggy and Jim Morgan
Anna and Tom Nelson
Mimi and Bailey Patrick
Virginia and Peter Popovich
Estate of Joseph Poston
LeeAnn and Crawford Pounds
Karen and Ward Pritchett
Kathleen Richardson
Emilie and Marc Robinson
Denise and Todd Tibbits
Joan and Frank Vafier
Cathie and Lance Weeden

$5,000-$9,999
Chris and David Allen
Erika and Jeffrey Arnold
Mary Lou and Jim Babb
Anonymous
Sheryl and Rod Antolock
Joel Barham
Kim and Lewis Barnhardt
Freshwater
Thomas Barnhardt
Stephanie and Howard Bissell
Laura and Charles Blankenship
Nancy and Stephen Brown
Joan and Andy Calhoun
Tricia and Kris Carroll
Randall Carter
Beth and Bobby Cashion
Tracey and Stacy Chaffin
Jo and David Clark
Phoebe and Coddy Coddington
Pamela and Bob Davies
Linda and Dave Dove
Dianne and Andy Elliott
Ronnie and Rick Fairclough
Amy and Wes Fritsche
Libba and Mike Gaither
Betty Jo and Joe Havens
Carey Ellen and Scott Heberton
Jane and Dean Jones
Marjorie Jones
Anne and David Krug
Yohanna and Patrick Leak
Sally Hawk and Tommy Levi
Zaydee and Tony Lopez-Ibanez
Suzy and Beau McIntosh
Stephen Mynhier
Sandy and Kevin Dean
Diane and Bill Denton
Mary Ranson
Philip Rice
Lisa and Randy Riggins
Jackie and Peter Shaw
Josie and Jim Shuford
Danielle Squires and Stephen Silvera
Aaron and Steve Smith
Edie and Dan Sullivan
Jane and Chris Thomas
Jim Thompson
Karen and Steven Tinsley
Susan and Bill Tome
Carolyn and Charlie Wade
Jill and Kevin Walker
Elaine and Norman Walters
Tara and Dave Wilson
Velva and Tom Woollen

$2,500-$4,999
Karen and Kendall Alley
Kathy Richardson
Duke Almon
Larry Anderson
Anonymous
Attorney
Christine and David Adams
Iliev and Robert Ageenko
Jody and Joshua Alexander

$1,000-$2,499
Christine and David Adams
Iliev and Robert Ageenko
Jody and Joshua Alexander
2017 INDIVIDUAL DONORS (CONTINUED)

Amanda and Robert Anders
Melissa and Daren Anderson
Tammy and Kelvin Anderson
Rhonda Anderson
Gary Angel
Randy Angel
Daniela and Joe Angelon
Anonymous
Max and Amy Anthony
David Arena
Montez and Fred Ashford
Jacquie Ashurst
Faith and Tom Atwood
Joan and Jeff Baueuerle
Yamika Báez-Rivera
Eve and David Bailey
Jennifer and Don Bailey
Elise Bainbridge
Dawn Baker
Sherri Barham
Mary and Clint Barlow
Rebecca and Robert Barnett
Harriet and Bill Barnhardt
Shawne Bass
Angela and John Bauer
Georgia and Bill Belk
Sheridan and Michael Bell
Julia and David Bellamy
Nancy and Hank Biedrzycki
Donna and Bryan Bigham
Jennifer and Jody Billiard
Joy and Russ Black
Donna and Mitch Bobinski
Mary and Steven Boehm
Courtney and Thomas Bogan
Chris Boone
James Bosserman
Mindy and Andy Bostick
Josie Bowen
Anne Bowers
Erin and Chris Brady
Denise and Ed Brailsford
Vickie Elliott and Frank Brammer
Kristina and Jason Brannon
Dawn Braswell
Amy and Robert Brinkley
Charlis and Colin Brock
Heather and Austin Brody
Susan and Ben Brooks
Harvey Brod
Sheelpa and Jonathan Brown
Tracie and John Buckley
Amy and Dee Bumgardner
Jacqueline and Mark Bumgarner
Jodie and Steve Burr
Jennifer and Dave Buskey
Barret and William Butler
Lauren and Creighton Call
Beth and Chad Campbell
Maude and Henry Cantrell
Marguerite and Mark Carson
Pam and Bob Cavalline
Heidi and John Caveny
Marla and Gregory Cesario
Corbin Chanter
Scarlett Chanter
Monica and Armando Chardiet
Mary Chen
Astrid Chirinos
Jamie and Stuart Christhilf
Donna and James Christol
Marta and Phillip Clarkson
Helena and Patrick Clemons
Mary and Bill Climer
Rush and Ken Coe
Jeff Cohen
Kristen and Joseph Collins
Chan Comer
Ruth Conger
Bryce Corbett
Kendra and Ford
Tim Craven
Kirk Crawford
Whitney and Turner Creech
George Creed
Gail and Robert Crew
Catherine and Robert Crigler
Debbie and David Crouch
Christy and Otis Crowder
Therese Cunningham
Rennie Cuthberton
Trina Cutright
Angela and Charles Daley
Karim and Joel Dancy
Lisa and Si Davis
Cameron Dayne
Lauren and Jeremy Deese
Laura and Michael DeVaul
CaSondra and Ronnie Devine
Pam and Kevin Devitt
Mike Dierker
Jessica Dixon
Marnie and Tom Donoghue
Carolyn and Paul Donohue
Hope and Lance Drummond
Angela and Jeffrey Duerr
Monica and Ed Duncan
Margueritte and Rick Dunlap
Annie and Michael Eastwood
Colette and Don Edwards
Mary Ann Edwards
Brittian Callahan and Chuck Ellison
Adam Esmael
Hayden and David Etz
Stephanie and Keith Evans
Loretta and Patrick Evivie
Jodi and Eric Fairbanks
Michael Farmer
Susan and Todd Farrell
Elizabeth and Doug Fitzpatrick
Kelly and Matt Fitzwater
Logan and Ransome Foose
Pamela and David Foulk
Courtney and Joe Franco
Lisa Fraser
Itali and William Frasier
Anna and Sean Fredericks
Rebecca and Kirby Freeland
Kim and Vern Frost
Megan Fuller
Veronie and Cosom Gamble
Cindy and Harvey Gantt
John Gardiner
Kitty and Ted Garner
Adria and Robert Geathers
Sonja and Mitch Gibson
Laura and Marshall Gilchrist
Patrick Gildea
Creedence Gonzalez
Karen and Stephen Gosselin
Susan and Tom Grabowski
Treveon Graham
Sheldon and Berry Grant
Shannon Grant
Barbara and Tony Gray
Stacy and Brett Gray
Jackie and Neal Green
Don Gregory
Carol and Bill Grier
Charlotte and Roy Grier
Molly and Robert Griffin
Bridget and Jason Griffin
Anne and Jim Griffith
Amanda and John Grigg
Joy and Stephen Groves
Barbara and George Guise
Brooks and Ron Gullede
Katie and Lupton Haigler
Ruth and Jim Hallmark
Kathy and Denny Hammack
Heather and Russ Hammond
Bridget-Anne Hampden
Wanda and Joe Hanel
Larry Harbin
Debbie and Mark Harden
Dawne Hardy
Jen and Michael Harman
Nat Harris
Bonnie Hart
Sarah Craig and Bill Haverland
Dee and William Haygood
Marti and David Head
Krista and Steven Heavner
Karen and Mike Hefron
Mary Pat Heftman
Meneika Helms
Tiaora and Boris Henderson
Barbara and Tom Henson
Molly and Ted Hill
Charlie Hills
Stephanie and Mark Hilton
Jessica and Vince Hindman
Tammy Polk-Hinton and Robert Hinton
Laura Anne and Land Hite
William Hodgson
Heleen and Edward Hogan
Mary and Chad Hollingsworth
Kathy and Steve Horvath
Jane Hunter
Kim and AJ Hunter
Beth and Eric Hutchby
Martha and Benne Hutson
Renee and Nat Hyde
Anne and Jonathan Ishee
Jean Ivey
Sammy Jackson
Whitney and Kevin Jackson
Lynn and Scott Jeffords
Cadie Jessup
Alicia Johnson
Deborah Johnson
Donald Johnson
Susan and Tim Johnson
Suzanne and Clark Johnson
Missy and Jay Johnstone
Sandra and James Jolly
Dena Jones-Paulding
Jill and Matthew Jones
Joye Jones
LuAnn Jordan
Alisa and Keith Joseph
Libby and Tim Joyce
Tanya and Venkat Kammula
Mimi and Jeffrey Kane
Robin and Joe Kaylor
Sarah and Geoff Kembel
William Kennedy
Andi and Clay Kennington
Deno Keretse
Frank Kiker
Allison and Gray Kimbrell
Katie and Joe Kindred
Eric King
Jeffrey King
Patty and Richie King
Chris and John Kirkland
Elizabeth and Jamie Kiser
Daniel Klauser
Gene and Fred Klein
Lynsey and James Kmetz
Kathi and John Knier
Kelly McCarthy and Brad Konawalk
Shannon and Joe Kovalcheck
Mike Koy
Caroline Griear Kraich
Martha and Jon Krisko
Joye and Ron Lambert
Anita and John Leader
Nancy and Peter Lempesis
Kathleen and Kenneth Leonczyk
Gloria and Harry Lerner
Freda Lester
Lee Levandowski
Ruth and Alan Lewis
Fanny Lineberger
Justin Linville
Sarah Livly
Ann and Thomas Lockhart
John Loewer
Catherine and Jared Londry
Beth Long
Debbie and John Long
Carol and Jeff Lovin
Kim and Mike Lucier
Crystal and Zach Lynn
2017 INDIVIDUAL DONORS (CONTINUED)

Andrew Pike
Alicia and Reggie Pincham
Meredith Pinson
Ray Pittard
Michelle and Danny Plaisance
Amy and Eric Plott
Greg Polisseni
Ann and John Porter
Wendy and Chris Poulos
Kimberly Preidt
Janice Christofferson
and George Prest
Adriane and Bradford Price
Chris Pigrmore
Mary and Nathan Queen
Alethea and Willie Ramey
Amy and Allen Ramsey
Raj Ravi
Jimmy Rayburn
Nancy Reichenbach
Karen and Shannon Reid
Jennifer and Dan Reilly
Ginny and Brad Remmey
Marla and Scott Reschly
Brenda and Robert Reuter
Staci and David Rice
Amy and Robert Richardson
Deborah and John Ritter
Lee Robertson
Clyde Robinson
Valerie and Jim Robinson
Sally and Russell Robinson
Carolynd and Candice Whiteside
Genia and Rob Rogers
Rebecca and Jeffrey Roman
Carla and Ed Rose
Barbara and Earl Rosengrant
Jarrett Royster
Linda Harrill-Rudisill and Ken Rudisill
Linda and Rudy Rudisill
Honora and Carl Ruggiero
Katy Ryan
Rebecca and Doug Sarver
Kathryn Schafer
Suzanne and James Schaffer
Lisa and Kurt Schlachter
Joe Schneider
Kim and Ken Schultz
Erin and Michael Sciame
Kathy and Nick Sedon
Tanya and Stoney Sellars
Cole Semones
Katy and Hugh Shannon
Martha and Marty Shelley
Meredith and Bob Sherrill
Paulette and Ron Sherrill
Leigh and Gary Shipman
Carolyn and Paul Silas
Cory Simpson
Brenda and Nat Smith
Laura and Jeff Smith
Nancy and Randy Smith
Daniel Son
Cassandra and Reginald Springer

Caroline and David Stedman
Lynda and Bob Stiles
Colin Stockton
Mary and Phil Summa
Bonnie and Mark Sumwalt
Betty and Dustin Swinehart
Jamestia Martin-Tanner
and Ace Tanner
Claire and John Tate
Lori K. and John Tate
Elizabeth and David Taylor
Johnathan Temesgen
Ann and Tom Temple
Angela and Ben Thomas
Leslie Thomas
Parkie and Bo Thomas
Chuck Thompson
Evan Thompson
Molly and Michael Thompson
Anthony Thrwaites
Lee Tinsley
Andre Tippens
Joyce and Jerome Tompkins
Martha and B Townes
Mary and Steve Townley
Mary Carson Tucker
Brad Tyson
Jessica and Brian Vest
Karen and Danny Vey
Linda and Paul VeZolles
Kathy and Wayne Vinzant
Anne Vulcano
Lori and Mike Walker
Judy and Dave Walsh
Cathi and Michael Walsh
Deborah Majewski and Daniel Ward
Bill Warden
Elizabeth and Kirk Ward
Marleenee Washington
Genie and John Weekley
Graham Weihmiller
Marcy Weiner
Louise Welchons
Rosalind Welder
Allison Welk
Kristine and Dan West
DeAnn and Lee Whitfield
Jim Whitter
Leslie and Spencer Whitman
Kim Wiebel
Megan and Mark Wildman
Karen Gerkin and Ben Wilhelm
Jennifer and Stephen Wilhoit
Margaret and Clarence Williams
Mike Williams
Leslie and Jim Wilson
Susan and Al Winget
Becky Winkler
Pam and Bob Woods
Susan and Hayes Woollen
Halcyon and Ryan Worrell
Patrice and Tony Wright
Edith and Landon Wyatt
Nancy Young

Christina and Dirk Zikeli

$500-$999
Jill and Todd Akins
Kellie Allen
Keith Anderson
Stefanie Anthony
Murrey Atkins
Alvin Austin
Eddie and Eric Bailey
Sarah and Gary Barrett
Linda and Doug Barrick
Fred Barringer
Deana and Eric Bartruff
Nyree Beachum
Guy Beaumont
Ann and Paul Betzold
Brad Bissell
Sara Black
Sara Blakeney
Jessica and Mark Boesmiller
Johnny Bolano
Cristina and James Bolling
Wayne Boulay
Emily and Michael Bowman
Margo Leydic-Boyd and Hayden Boyd
Taylor Boyd
Mary Allison Brady
Cameron Broderick
Jan and Jim Brogdon
Linda Lockman-Brooks and Wil Brooks
Lori and Rusty Broome
Bradley Brothers
Shannon and Bradford Brown
Brick Bryant
Kristen and Michael Bryant
Betty Buchan
Amy and Brandon Buchanan
Sam Bullard
Louan and Mark Burgess
Matthew Burke
Julie Wall-Burris and Alex Burris
Laura and Chris Campbell
Carola and Miguel Cardenas
Trudy Schrodt and Lou Carosa
Elizabeth and Frank Carpenter
Kaye and Bill Carraway
Charmaine Carter
Gregory Cash
Jill Ann and Paul Caudle
Cindi and Cameron Caudle
Curtis Cecil
Joan and Larry Cedrone
Casey Celli
Katherine Chambers
Cindi and Jeffrey Chandler
Adriana Sanchis
and Horacio Chiriglano
Denise Chrisman
Jeremy Coffey
Margaret and Joe Cogdell
Betty Coker
Kim Conroy
2017 INDIVIDUAL DONORS (CONTINUED)

Millie and Tom Cox
Sheila and Russell Cox
Amy Crane
Julie and Bobby Crawford
Gail Crew
Ashley and Trevor Crocker
Judith and Michael Crovi
Judith and Tom Cutler
Elizabeth and Joey Dancy
Rachel D’Angio
Beverly and Richard Darlington
Pam and Jerry De Maria
Margaret Dechant
Sarah Degnan
Andrew Delamielleure
Christine and Timothy Delea
Randy Delgado
Caroline and Tyler Dirks
Jennifer and Stephen Dodson
Todd Douglass
Janis and Frank Dowd
Lisa and Victor Dowless
Taylor and Andrew Dries
Deborah Dryden
Rhonda Olivera and Patrick Durfee
Jennifer and Cam Dyer
Jill and Marty Eaddy
Clayton Edwards
Mary and Charles Edwards
Matt Elgin
Dan Elrod
Steven Eng
Anniedi Essien
Lisa and Micheal Fairburn
Claudia Farnandez
Bryan Fawcett
David Ferguson
Debbie and Larry Ferguson
Laura Ferguson
Erica Finley
Giovanna and John Frei
Jennifer Frisina
Deborah and Craig Fugit
Tyra Fullerton
Patty and Alex Funderburg
Tricia and Rich Gallagher
Felicia and Jimmy Gardner
Kathy and David Garmon
Stephanie Garrido
Sherrard and Johnny Georgius
Katie and Jason Geringer
Todd Gill
Laurie and Dale Gillmore
Liz and Jenn Godwin
Anne and George Goodyear
Billy Graham
Jennifer and Ryan Graham
Peggy and Tony Graham
Gaynelle and Robert Gray
Paula Greene
Paula and Fred Griffith
Rebecca and Nick Grobe
Becky and Jed Guenther
Laurie and Barry Guy
Mary and David Hall
Tracy and H.K. Hallett
Brent Hamilton
Annette and Ron Hanks
Deb and George Hanna
Amy Hargett
Jane and Mike Harrell
David Harrison
Dion Hart
Kellie and Edward Hart
Audrey and Robert Harvey
Kelly and Allan Haseley
Julie and Lars Hedenborg
Frances and Bill Henry
Beth and Michael Hernandez
Cheryl Brooks and Guy Herring
Rebecca Herron
Taylor and Jeffrey Heybruck
Julie and Doug Hicks
Evelyn and Ivan Hinrichs
Adrienne and Dennis Hobbs
Trish and Ross Hobson
Denise and Jeffrey Holier
Addie and Lane Holby
Lilian Wainer and John Holden
Leigh Holt
Dana and Jason Honbarrier
Amy Hooper
Patricia and Carl Horn
Melissa Houston
Bonnie and Robert Howard
Pam and Rick Howard
Jessica Hudson
Julie Hughes
Anne Huminsky
Chad Hunstad
Rick Hurt
Maria and John Huson
Tabatha Ingram
Chris Inklebarger
Michele Inskeep
Carlenia Ivory
Sherry and Allen Jackson
Amy and Brent Jacobsen
Susan and David Jamison
Tonya and Todd Jesso
Barbara and Thomas Johnson
Donnie Johnson
Jeanette and Joe Johnson
Steve Johnson
Susan and George Johnson
Dirk Johnston
Becky Jones
Rachel and Jeff Jones
Robert Jones
Harriet and Sam Jorgensen
Carmel and Don Joyce
Rachel and Michael Kafsky
Mary Lynn and Mike Kayes
Jen and Graeme Keith
Catherine and John Kendall
Stephanie and Robert Kennedy
Peter Kidwell
Stephanie and Kurt Kimball
Lisa Kimbrough
Amy and Wade King
Ginger King
Thomas Kolarczyk
Matthew Kosmicki
Elizabeth and Clark Kovacs
Georgia and Scott Krueger
Becky Krueger
Valerie and Davis Kuykendall
Henry LaBrun
Michael Lamach
Solestone and Richard Lancaster
Jean and Ronald Langdon
Camille Langhorne
Karen and Jeff LaPiana
Dawn and Michael LaVecchia
Connie Ledford
Lois and Charles Lee
Kim and Bob Lewis
Patrick Linville
Linda and Dennis Livey
Branan and Bill Livingston
Lauren and Stephen Locke
Gil Lohr
Miriam and Paul Londry
Lexy Long
Melanie Love
Louise and Ed Lucas
William Lunsford
Sabine and Charles Macnamara
Tolu Mafe
Richard Maher
Gwen and Norm Manning
Pamela and Mark Markiewicz
Shannon Markus
Andi and James Marshall
Jenny and Matthew Martella
Larry Martin
Marimatha and Michael Matthews
Adrienne Matthews
Tammy and Steven McCullum
Suzette and Jason McDaniel
Alex McDonald
Jan and Bob McGrath
Emily and Patrick McGrath
Elizabeth and William McKee
Mardi and Stephan McMakin
Dietra and Everett McNair
Stephanie Cooper and David McNally
Rebecca Metzger
James Michalenko
Michelle Miller
Stephanie and Samual Mishler
Amanda Mohler
Marco Molenaar
Becky and Emmett Montgomery
Judy and Fred Morganthall
Jennifer Morris
Josie and Robert Morris
Frank Mowitz
Joy and William Mull
Shellisa and Timothy Multrie
Macy and Greg Murphy
Janet and Dennis Myers
Lucinda and Lee Myers
Jo and Alec Natt
Allison and Michael Nelin
Cathy and John Norton
Tracy and Jeffrey Nunnaely
Timothy O’Boyle
Chidi Ogene
Donna and Bob O’Keefe
Michelle and John Ong
Kelly and Michael Osborne
Isabel and Mark Owen
Joe Pagani
David Pardue
Jeff Parker
Liz and Paul Peralta
Andi Peterson
Meg Phillips
Dawn Pickett
Beverly and Richard Pietch
Ashleigh and Michael Pilotte
Sara and Matt Plyler
Kathleen Poon
Katie Poirier
Arthur Porter
Tom Poston
Karen Poulos
LeeAnn and T. Crawford Pounds
Liz and David Powell
Natalie Protze
Lisa Givens-Pugh and Mtu Pugh
Joanna and Roger Purgason
Leslie and Hal Queen
Elizabeth and John Quinn
Eleanor and Tom Raispis
Brooke and Michael Redington
Kristen and James Reed
Terry and Buddy Reger
Lee Rice
Mary Lib and Jim Richards
Matthew Ricks
Debbie and Vincent Rieck
Brad Rippetoe
Sally Rivello
Shannon and Tony Roberts
Ronald Rogers
Lisa and Bob Roth
Joan Rousseau
Brenda and Joe Runyan
Rayshion Sashington
Kim Sauer
Peggy and Martin Scannell
Claire and Christopher Schmidt
Carly Schultz
Graham Seagroves
Ty Sellars
Courtney Senigla
Dorothy and Will Sillers
Scott Sillers
Benjamin Singleton
Timothy Sipers
Debbie and Matt Slee
Douglas Slipko
Leesa and Todd Sluder
Debbie Smith
Laura and Randolph Smith  
Letisha Brown Smith and Derrick Smith  
Mary Mallard and Scott Smith  
Reginald Smith  
Margaret and Dick Sowden  
Betsy and Thomas Speed  
Joe Spencer  
Reginald Springer  
Kandy and Charles Steiner  
Lee and Don Stephenson  
Katherine Stewart  
Natalie Stewart  
Heather and David Stohlmann  
Matthew Susong  
Heather Suttmiller  
Tilky Swain  
Susan Swan  
Allison and Austin Tate  
Kathleen Tate  
John Teggart  
Heather Theele  
Amy and Bill Thomas  
Billy Thomas  
Mary and John Thomas  
Alicia and Christian Tiracave  
Gerry and Doug Toth  
Cynthia and Dan Tourtelot  
Crystal and Sam Trawick  
Julie Van Acker  
Beatrice Vicks  
Judith and Richard Vinroot  
Pamela and Ronald Volger  
Ruth and Ed Wadsworth  
TJ Wagner  
Don Walker  
Susanne Walters  
Julie and Lance Walton  
Karen Breach-Washington  
and Harry Washington  
Teresa and Jim Watson  
Melissa Weber  
James Weidner  
Katie Weir  
Stephen Whitby  
Christine White  
Mona A. Baset and Will Wilhelm  
Lindsey Williams  
Teresa and Stick Williams  
Kathryn Dixon and Peter Wirth  
Judy and Don Wishnek  
Lawson and Tom Worth  
Miranda Wyatt  
Jenn and Michael Yancy  
Leigh Yarbrough  
Fernando R Ycaza  
Wendy Yeakley  
Larry Young  
Nancy and Douglas Young  
Cindy and Alan Yount  
Philippe Zamor  
Laurel and T.J. Zitney

# Deceased

Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists of donors. We apologize for any misprints or omissions. Please notify Genie Weekley at 704-716-6212 or genie.weekley@ymcacharlotte.org with any corrections.
2017 CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION DONORS

GIVING FOR A BETTER US

Every day, the Y strengthens communities for kids, adults and families who need us most with programs that protect, teach, connect, heal, nourish and encourage. It’s how we help communities and the “us” who live in them realize their incredible possibilities and full potential. But we don’t do it alone. We count on the generosity of our donors to help make a better us possible. In 2017, our donors have given generously to help address critical community needs and provide high impact Y programs that change lives. Our community is better because of you, and we are grateful for your support.

$250,000 and Above
Harris-Teeter
Howard Levine Foundation
Smart Start of Mecklenburg County
The Dow Foundation
The Gambrell Foundation
United Way of the Carolinas

$100,000-$249,999
Bank of America
C.D. Spangler Foundation, Inc.
Mecklenburg County
Philip L. Van Every Foundation
The Dickson Foundation, Inc.
The Leon Levine Foundation
Vanguard Capital for Kids Program
YMCA of the USA

$50,000-$99,999
Bethlehem Center Head Start
Charlotte–Mecklenburg Schools
City of Charlotte
Faison Enterprises
Jas-Am Group
Stubblefield Foundation
The Belk Foundation
The Charlotte Observer Summer Camp Fund
The Dee-Dee & Cam Harris Family Foundation
PNC Foundation
Sisters of Mercy of NC Foundation
Wells Fargo

$25,000-$49,999
Ally Financial
Architects Sports & Physical Therapy
Barings
BB&T
Bill and Sharon Allen Family Foundation
Caroline’s HealthCare System
Charles Koch Foundation
Charlotte Merchants Foundation
Chick-fil-A Foundation
Coca Cola Bottling Company Consolidated
Duke Energy Foundation
Greater Charlotte Automobile Dealers, Inc.
Ingersoll Rand
Moore & Van Allen, PLLC
Randy Marion Automotive
Read Charlotte
Sonic Automotive
South State Bank
Steve Moore Chevrolet
The James J. and Angelia M. Harris Foundation
The Winston-Salem Foundation
UTC Aerospace Systems/Goodrich Foundation

$10,000-$24,999
Adams Jenkins Families and Careers Development Center, Inc.
Albemarle Foundation
Balfour Beatty Construction
Barringer Construction
Bermuda Sands Apparel, LLC
Blum, Inc.
BP Products North America, Inc.
Bragg Financial Advisors, Inc.
Brighthouse Financial
C Design, Inc.
Charlotte Ballet
Charlotte Mecklenburg Community Foundation
CLA Foundation
Corkbuzz Restaurant and Wine Bar
Core Revolution
CPI Security Systems
Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.
Elevation Church
Ferro Senior Investments, LLC
Interstate Electric Company
McKenney’s, Inc.
Merrill Lynch
Mooresville Graded Schools District
Natalie’s Orchard Island Juice Company
Novant Health, Inc.
Paragon Metals, Inc.
Pershing
PricewaterhouseCoopers
QCarolina Restaurants, LLC
R. B. Pharr & Associates
Showalter Construction Company
Snyder’s-Lance, Inc.
Springs Close Foundation, Inc.
Steve Smith Family Foundation
Stream Realty Partners
SunTrust Foundation
The Alpha and Omega Foundation
The Duke Energy Foundation
The James Family Foundation
The Mary E. Carrick Foundation
US Bank Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
Alwinell Foundation
Anonymous
Anthony & Sylvan Pools
Aramark
Arete Organizational Solutions, Inc.
DBA Closet By Design
Beacon Partners
Carolina Panthers
Carolina Sporting Arms
Charles Schwab & Co. Inc.
Charlotte Region Chapter of SIM
Chiquita Brands
Choteau Construction Company
Covenant Presbyterian Church
Crescent Communities
Crossroads Corporation for Affordable Housing & Community Dev.

$2,500-$4,999
Abernathy Chrysler Jeep Dodge, Inc.
Adams Outdoor Advertising
ADM Company
Allegis Group Foundation
Allen Tate Company
Allied Potato, Inc.
American City Business Journals
APIO, Inc.
Areva, Inc.
AvidXchange, Inc.

BB&M Architecture, PLLC
Background Investigation Bureau
Ballard Spahr, LLP
Bimbo Bakeries USA, Inc.
Bj’s Produce
Bond Orthodontics
Braces By Bird
Bryan Cave, LLP
Butterball, LLC
Carmel Contractors, Inc.
Carolina Southern, Inc.
Carolina Tractor
Carolina Trust Bank
Carmen’s Investment Consulting
CBRE, Inc.
Centric Consulting
Charlotte Eye Ear Nose & Throat Associates, P.A.
Charlotte Gastroenterology
Charlotte Hornets Foundation, Inc.
Chick-fil-A Charlotte
Childress Klein Properties
Chiron America, Inc.
Chobani
CIGNA Healthcare
Converged Network Services Group
Cushman & Wakefield
Cy’s World Foundation
D & H Marketing Group, Inc.
David Rogers Builders
Davidson College
Deloitte Services, LP
Dick’s Sporting Goods
Dimensions General Contractors, Inc.
Doerre Construction
Dollar General Literacy Foundation
Earthbound Farms, LLC
ECS Southeast, LLP
Edifice, Inc.
Elite Flower Services, Inc.
Elite Touch Cleaning Services
Elkins Running, LLC
Ernst & Young US, LLP
Event Images
Extended Stay Hotels
Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation
Family Tree Farms Marketing, LLC
Faulkner/Haynes & Associates, Inc.
Fifth Third Bank
First Choice Eye Care
First Federal Savings Bank
Ford Realty Company, Inc.
Forest Hill Church
Form Technologies
Fox Contracting, LLC
Fresh Express
Fresh Results, LLC
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
FRITO-LAY
Garmon & Company Commercial Flooring
Gresham
Guthmann Construction
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Heede Southeast, Inc.
HX Performance
HFF Carolinas
Hidden Rock Farms
Holiday Evergreens Nursery
Hooptee Charities, Inc.
ICM (IX) Carnegie, LP
Inter Technologies
InterCon Building Corporation
InVue Security Products, Inc.
J. P. Morgan Chase Bank
Jersey Mike’s at Stonecrest
John E. Jenkins, Inc.
Johnson & Wales University
Johnson’s Roofing Service, Inc.
Just Fresh
Keach Construction, Inc.
Kemble Financial
KIND Healthy Snacks
Kisella Surgery Center
KPMG, LLP
Lake Norman Marina
Land Design, Inc.
Land O’ Frost, Inc.
Leroy Fox
Life Fitness
Little Diversified Architectural Consulting
Live Love Serve Foundation
LS3P Associates Ltd.
M & B Limited Partnership of NC
M T B Mechanical, Inc.
Mario’s Italian Restaurant
McCormick & Company
McEntire Produce, Inc.
McGuireWoods
Megalac Energy LLC/Batteries Plus
Myers & Chapman, Inc.
Myers Park United Methodist Church
Nature’s Way Farms, Inc.
Nazr Mohammed Foundation At Blue Grass Community Foundation
Neighboring Concepts, PLLC
Niman Ranch, Inc.
Noda Brewing Company
Northlake Mall
Nothing But Noodles
Patrick Family Foundation, Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Pilgrim’s
Pinnacle Food Sales
Prairie Pizza, Inc. Dba Domino’s Pizza
Preferred Electric
Progressive Rail - Piedmont & Northern Railroad
Queen City Omegas of Charlotte Foundation
Razzano Acupuncture and Spine
RBA Group Architecture Interiors
Red Ventures, LLC
Renwood Mills, LLC
Retail Sports Marketing
Richter and Company, Inc.
Rodgers Builders, Inc.
Roof Solutions Inc.
Ruby Robinson
Saussy Burbank
Schramm Dentistry
SCOR Global Life Americas
SellEthics Marketing Group, Inc.
Service Plumbing of Charlotte
Smithville Community Coalition
Soccer Shots Charlotte
Southeastern Architectural Systems
Southeastern Paper Group
Springs Creative Products Group, LLC
St. Marks Episcopal Church
St. Paul’s Baptist Church
SteelFab, Inc.
Steven L. Tinsley, MA, CPA
Symphonix Solutions
T.E.A.M. Foundation
Target Corporation
TelWire Corporation
The Lake Farms, LLC
The Derick S. Close Management Trust, Inc.
The Kaleidoscope Group, LLC
The Lyon Foundation, Inc.
The McIntosh Law Firm, P.C.
The Ullman Group
Titan Farms Sales, Inc.
Toshiba Global Commerce Solutions
United Way of Greater Atlanta
Uplevel Martial Arts
W. R. Vernon Produce Company, Inc.
Wesco Construction
Warrier Family Dentistry
Whole Foods Market Lake Norman

$1,000-$2,499
A & W Electric Motor & Controls, Inc.
Acosta Sales & Marketing
Advanced Imaging Systems
Allstate Foundation
ALL-TAG Corporation
Alston & Bird, LLP
American Fundraising Auctions, Inc.
AMG Healthcare, LLC
AMP Foods, Inc.--Compare Foods
Artisan Custom Homes
AT&T
Austin Village Eyecare
Aviation Fuel Technicians, LLC
Avison Young
Ballantyne Jewelers
Bartlett Milling Company, L.P.
Bay State Milling
Beta Nu Lambda Foundation, Inc.
Big Frog Custom T-Shirts
Bon Maison Properties
Bohemian Food Company, Inc.
Gourmet Garden
Branch Out Pediatrics
Calwell Insulation, Inc.
Cargill Financial Service Center
Carolina Sports Clinic
Carolina Wetland Services, Inc.
Case Design/Remodeling, Inc.
Casual Pies, LLC
CB7 of McKee, LLC Dba Char Bar No. 7
CBG Building Company, LLC
Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Central Piedmont Community College
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce
Charlotte Checkers Charitable Foundation
Charlotte Glass Co. and Cumbrance Corp.
Charlotte Latin Schools, Inc.
Charlotte Mecklenburg Black Chamber of Commerce
Charlotte–Mecklenburg Police Department
Charlotte Motor Speedway
Charlotte Pipe & Foundry Company
Charlotte Rescue Mission
Charlotte Running Club
Charlotte School of Law
Charter Communication
Chick-fil-A Albermarle Road
Christian King Lutheran Church
CIRCOR Pumps & Technologies formerly Colfax Fluid Handling
City BBQ
Clean Juice Holdings, LLC
Clear Site Industrial
Cliff Bar & Company
CM Steel
Committee To Restore & Preserve Third Ward, INC
Concord Engineering & Surveying, Inc.
Continental Event and Sports Management Group, LLC
Cousins Properties, Incorporated
Crumley Roberts, LLP
Dasling Dentistry, PA
Davidson College Presbyterian Church
Davidson College/ Business Services
Decision Path HR
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Denver Lake Norman Rotary Club Foundation, Inc.
Dewberry Engineers, Inc.
Dex Imaging of the Carolinas
Dick’s Sporting Goods
Difabion Remodeling, Inc.
Divers Supply
Dotmar Paper Company, LLC
Donate Well
DPR Construction
Dream Builders Communication, Inc.
Endurance Magazine
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Environamics, Inc.
Event Marketing Services
Farm Direct Supply, LLC
Fru-Veg Marketing, Inc.
Gold Dust, Inc.
Gold Medal Taekwondo Academy USA, LLC
Grain Craft
Hairson Enterprises/DBA McDonald’s
Hampton Inn
Harrill Rudisill Consulting, Inc.
Health Smart Pharmacy
Hearst Corporation Hearst Service Ctr.
High Top Hunting Club
Hightech Signs
Homes with Heart Real Estate
Honeywell International Charity Matching
Hopewell Baptist Church
Horton Fruit Company
Hungry Howie’s Pizza
HUSQVARNA
I Love Juice Bar
Imagemark Business Services, Inc.
Imagine Dentistry
Indian Trail Animal Hospital
Informatic Concepts
Irwin Belk Education Foundation
Isabella Santos Foundation
Jem-D International
Jennings Cobbles, LLC
Jones & Peacock, Inc.
Joseph Franco, Inc.
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
K12 North Carolina Virtual Academy
Kappa Alpha Psi
Katten Muchin Rosenman, LLP
KCI, LLC
Kelty Family Fund
Kevin Richardson Grading, Inc.
Kohls Department Stores
Kona Ice Charlotte North
KPB Corporation
KPMG’s Community Giving Campaign
LarrSons Capital, LLC
Lembo–Montgomery, DDS
Life Fellowship Church
Lifetouch National School Studio
Lincoln County Community Foundation
Live Nation
Louis P Laganza, State Farm Agent
Marigold, Inc.
Mark M. Petryna, DDS, P.A.
Mattei Holdings, Inc.
Matthews Dental Care
Matthews Foot Care
MBT Produce, Inc.
McKee Dental
McLeod Corp. Holiday Marina
Medical Modalities, LLC
Mehlenbacher Farms, Inc.
Miles–McClellan Construction
Mount Zion United Methodist Church
MPV Properties
Nancy M. Angel Revocable Trust
National Personal Training Institute
National Restaurant Association Solutions, LLC
New Balance
New Forum
NoDa Self Storage
NOVA Engineering
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
(Pi Phi Chapter)
P.C. Jackson Plumbing Co. Inc.
Pamlico Capital Partners
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Paragon Bank
PAR-CMS, Inc.
Park Sterling Bank
Pediatric Dentistry of Matthews
Performance Rehab Associates
Piedmont Animal Emergency
Referral Center
Piedmont Eye Care Associates
Portable Storage Systems
Powell Financial, Inc.
PrimeCare Medical Center
Providence Group of the Carolinas
Providence Produce Market
Psalmonds Family Foundation Trust
Quimby & Collins Orthodontics
Qwest Electric, LLC
Ragnar Events, LLC
Red River Foods, Inc.
Redemption Church
Refined Outdoors, LLC
River Hills Lions Club
Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson Salesforce.org
Sam's Xpress Car Wash
Sealed Air
Shiel Sexton Company, Inc.
Showmar's Restaurant
Sisu Marketing Group, LLC
Smartclxx, LLC
Smoothe King
Solis Ballantyne
Solis Waverly
Southern Packaging Supplies
Southminster, Inc.
Southpark (NC)
Spinning Wheel, LLC
Sportslink, LLC
Stewart Engineering, Inc.
Subway At Chestnut Arbor
Sugar Foods Corporation
Summit Glass
Surftman Foundation
Sweet Dreams Mattress
Taylor Richards & Conger
Tenowo
The Indigo Group, LLC
The Jena & Bob Gallagher Foundation
The Kimball Group
The Lubrizon Foundation
The Marketing Arm
The Moultrie Company, LLC
The Pain & Rehab Institute
The Peterson Consulting Group, LLC
The Produce Box
The Stone Man
The Weatherup Family Foundation
Thermal Conditioning, Inc.
TIAA
Timeplanner Calendars
Tinsley & Terry
Total Wine & More
Trek Bicycle Store of South Charlotte
Trinity Episcopal School
Trinity Partners
True Crafted Pizza
U.S. Lawns South Charlotte
Victory Press, LLC
Viola Leasing, Inc. DBA Rimtyme
Vision Ventures of Carolina
Visit Charlotte - CVB
VSC Fire and Security, Inc.
Wake Forest University - School of Business
Walmart
Webber Marketing Consulting, LLC
WestRock
Which Wich
Wilkesboro Community College Endowment Corporation
Willimgdon Wealth Management
Windsor Run - Erickson Living
Winston & Strawn, LLP
Womble Bond Dickinson, LLP
Worth Advisors
Wyndham Capital Mortgage
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority–Psi Mu Zeta
$500–$999
1329729 Ontario, Inc./Westmoreland Sales
9 Round – NoDa
A. M. S. Exotic
AA Tex Lawn
ai Design Group, Inc.
Amazing Lash Studio
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
Andrew Roby, Inc.
Anuvia Prevention & Recovery Center, Inc.
Arboretum Obstetrics & Gynecology
Arizonto Enterprises, Inc.
Autobell Car Wash
AXA Foundation
Ballantyne Country Club
Bill Cormier Realty
Blackfinn Ameripub
Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina
Bonefish Grill
Boys To Men Foundation
Brakeman's Coffee and Supply
BSA Systems, Inc.
Business Brokers of the Carolinas, LLC
BWC Holdings, LLC
Capital Automotive, Inc.
Carolina West Wireless
Carolinas Vision Group
Cedarwood Country Club
Certified Collision Services, Inc.
Chad Johnson Orthodontics
Charlotte Country Day School
Charlotte Running Company
Charlotte Ski Boats
Chicago Title Company, LLC
Chick-fil-A – Stoncrest
Chick-Fil-A – East Woodlawn
CK Visuals
CMS Foundation
Communities in Schools of Wilkes
Comrep, Inc.
Copeland Richards, PLLC
Corriher & Michael, PLLC
County Line Potato Farm, LLC
Cummings Construction Corporation
Deloach Realty Group
Dilworth Coffee
Divers Supply Inc. Divers Supply Charlotte
DMA International, Inc.
Duck Foundation, Inc.
Fairway Forms and Supply
First Legacy Community Credit Union
Fit Central
Fitzpatrick Engineering Group, PLLC
Fortline, Inc.
Fox Mountain Guides
Grace Covenant
Grace Medical Clinics PA
H. B. Cantrell & Company
H.C. Schmieding Produce Co., Inc.
Hand & Stone Massage and Facial Spa
Homewood Suites By Hilton – Davidson
Hunter Construction Group, Inc.
JE Dunn Construction
Jitterbug Travel
Kevin Harwick Foundation
Kinetic Heights
Koffee Kup
Lake Wylie Pediatric Dentistry
Lincoln Financial Group Foundation
Little Nest Portraits
Living Water Foundation
Marenic Food Service Consultants, LLC
Matthews Animal Clinic
Mecklenburg County Sheriff’s Office
Mecklenburg Paint Company
Mesa Associates, Inc.
Midwood Smokeshack of McKee Farms, LLC
Monkees of Lake Norman
Montibello Womens Club
Nationwide Studios, Inc.
Nectar Floral Designs
Nixon Power Services
Old Steele Creek, LLC
Pacific Trellis Fruit
Parks Chevrolet
Perfect Bar
Philanthropy Circle 365, Inc.
Pit and Joy Gills Foundation, Inc.
Plaza Midwood Dentistry
Polytech Services, Inc.
Premier Awards & Engraving, Inc.
DBA Lake Norman Awards
Premium Source AG, LLC
Price Brothers Plumbing
Project 658
Providence Capital Advisors
Repici’s Italian Ice and Gelato
Rhyme Financial
River Run
Robert B Taylor, III Foundation
Rotary Club of Charlotte
Royal Cup Coffee
Run For Your Life
Runsignup
School Nurse Supply, Inc.
Search Ministries-National
SHARE Charlotte
Sharonview Federal Credit Union
Shelton Vineyards
Shoe Carnival, Inc.
SmartyPants Vitamins
South Carolina State University Alumni
St. John Photography
State Farm Insurance
Steele Creek Pediatric Dentistry
Steele Creek Printing & Design, Inc.
Sun Pacific Marketing Cooperative, Inc.
Tailored Home Care, Inc.
Ten Photograpy
The Ballantyne Hotel & Lodge
The Bethel Church Foundation
The Drakeford Company, LLC
The Fresh Market
The GE Foundation
The Golf Club at Ballantyne
The Idea People
The Palisades Country Club
Torkelson Brothers, Inc. Potato & Grain Farm
Total Cyclist
Trinity Partners
Trish Andrews Fitness, LLC
Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
UBS Foundation, USA
United Way Lincoln County
University City Partners
Vance Flouhouse & Garges, PLLC
Ward Tank & Heat Exchanger Corp.
WBTV
Weiser Farms, Inc.
Willis Towers Watson
Windstream Communications
Wine & Spirits Magazine
Yards At NoDa
YMCA Cleaners and Shoe Repair
THE 1874 SOCIETY

The 1874 Society recognizes current donors who have given consecutively to the YMCA of Greater Charlotte every year for 10 or more years. These generous donors give to strengthen our community and to improve the lives of kids, adults and families in the greatest need. Since the YMCA of Greater Charlotte’s founding in 1874, we have been committed to living out our mission statement – To put Christian principles into practice through programs that build healthy spirit, mind and body for all. The members of The 1874 Society are loyal supporters who help us fulfill this mission and who believe the Y’s work can reach deeper into the community and impact future generations. We are grateful for their long-standing generosity.

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

25+ Years
Monte and Fred* Ashford
Kim and Johnny Belk
Margaret and Smoky Bissell
Chris Boone
Michael Burnett
Joann* Andy* Calhoun
Vivian and Larry Carroll
Jo and David Clark
Mary and Bill* Climer
Trudie and Benner//# Crigler
Carol and B Crigler
Molly and Steele Dewey
Joe* Ellis
Anne and Hank Flint
Peggy* and Tony Graham
Carol and Watts Hamrick
Deb and George Hanna
Jan and Frank Harrison
Jane Hunter
India and Greg Keith
Patty and Richie King
Kelli and Pete Lash
Allison* and Spencer Lily
Daphne and Lynn* Lomax
Debra and Charley McNealy
Mimi and Bailey Patrick
Karen and Ward Pritchett
Lynda and Bob Stiles
Heather* and David Stohlmann
Karen and Steven Tinsley
Sue* and Frank Wilson

20-24 Years
Erika* and Jeffrey Arnold
Linda* and Doug Barrick
Nancy and Hank Biedrzycki
Pam and Bob Cavalline
Jennifer* and Stephen Dodson
Randi and George Edmiston
Mary Ann* Edwards
Jeanne and Tim Garrison
Shirley and Tony Gray
Carol and Bill Grier
Molly and Robert Griffin
Vicki and Jim Hafele
Kathy and Denny Hammad
Dee–Dee and Cam Harris
Tami* and Bradford Hood
Kathryn and Peter Justis
Ruth and Alan Lewis
Sloane* and Bill Mayberry
Christy* Gephardt-McCormick
and Bill McCormick
Jon Morris
Susan Roberts and James Murphy
Cyndy and David Parr
Denise and Jim Ratchford
Ann and Joseph Rhyne
Lisa and Randy Riggins
Elaine* and Edwin Roberts
Susan and Don Sherrill
Debbie* Smith
Anne Vulcano
Kathryn Heath and Tom Webb
Diana and John Woods
15-19 Years
Jill* and Todd Akins
Alvin* Austin
Stere and Rich Barefoot
Sheridan and Michael Bell
Becky and Jason Benton
Linda Lockman–Brooks and Wil Brooks
Cantey and Jeff Brown
Stephanie* Byers
Marla* and Gregory Cesario
Marta and Phillip Clarkson
Hitomi* and Mark Clute
Jackie* and Jerry Cristiano
Sandy and Kevin* Dean
Laura and Michael* DeVaul
Lilian and Bob Dillard
Linda and Dave* Dove
Jenny* and Alan Drennen
Marguerite and Rick* Dunlap
Lundee Covington and Rodney
Ernsberger
Laura* Ferguson
Barbara and Patrick Finn
Pamela and David Foulk
Sara* Frazier
Victoria Ruotolo-Fronsee
and Joe Fronsee
Sherrard and John Georgius
Nancy and Brett Gilbert
Jenn and Liz* Godwin
Kenston Griffin
Katherine and Cory Hohnbaum
Vonda and David Huss
Darnell Ivory
Kristen Jackson
Suzy and Clark Johnson
Karen and Rod Jones
Jane and Dean* Jones
LuAnn Jordan
Sarah and Geoff Kemble
Megan* and Jeffrey King
Lisa* and Greg Kohler
Karín* and Kevin Loftin
Elise and Michael Magner
Theresa* and James Marascio
Sherry and Mike Mayberry
Tracy and Douglas* McCarty
Patti and Brett McMillan
Michelle* Miller
Gail and Dean Mills
Michele* Forrester-Morgan
and Gary Morgan
Coreen and Andy Okraski
Robin and Chris* Orr
Rose and Francis Orr
Lisa* Palomo
Amy* and Jonathan Patterson
Lynn and Pepper Pounds
Chris* Prigmore
Jennifer and Dan Reilly
Ashley and Scott Roehrig
Linda Harrill–Rudisill and Ken Rudisill
Catherine and David Schroeder
Sharon and Michael* Schwenk
Meredith and Bob Sherrill
Catherine and Moe Smith
Nancy and Randy Smith
Jean* and Mark Spizzo
Mary and Phil Summa
Molly* and Michael Thompson
Mary* and Carson Tucker
Estella* Walker
Ann and Warren Wenzl
Teresa and Stick Williams
Karen and Jere Witherspoon
Velva and Tom Woollen
Laurel* and T.J. Zitney

10-14 Years
Jill* and Todd Akins
Daniela and Joe* Angelon
Jacquie* Ashurst
Chelsea and Jeremy Austin
Mary Lou and Jim Babb
Eve* and David Bailey
Kathryn Masters–Ballenger
and Bruce Ballenger
Shawne Bass
Helene and Patrick Beach
Nancy and Jeff Beard
Jinny Bradley
Kristen and Michael Better
Johnanna* and Gunther Bienert
Joy and Russ Black
Deanna and Jeff Bollaque
Esther* and Brian Boone
Julie* Bott
Charmayne Bouslog
Steve* Bowers
Diane and Mark Boyd
Jean* and Karin* Brace
Jill* and Philip Brehm
Jayne Breisacher
Amy and Robert Brinkley
Heather* and Austin Brody
Lori and Rusty Broome
Sylvia and Sean Burns
Amanda and Christopher Burns
Beth and Chad Campbell
Dorothy and Frank Carbone
Carola* and Miguel Cardenas
Amber and Scott Carpenter
Marsha* and Pat Cashon
Beth and Bobby Cashon
Joan and Larry* Cedrone
Tracey and Stacy Chaffin
Tracey* and Scott* Chagnon
Regina and Herb Clegg
Donna* and Mike Clem
Paul Cloninger
Sallie and Derick Close
Gina and Mark Collard
Lori and William Connolly

20-24 Years
Nancy Conrad
Kim* Conroy
Amy* Crane
Heather and Robert Crane
Kathryn* and Daniel Culicerto
Rennie Cuthbertson
Lisa and Si Davis
Janine and Tom DeFeo
Pat Dembinski
Carey and John Dewalt
Carrie and Rick Dilsworth
Holly* Dove
Marie and Joe Duty
Philip Easterling
John Ebert
Dianne and Andy Elliott
Joan* and Dean Elmore
Rose and Earl Epps
Adam* Esmael
Paulina* and Ricardo Espin
Patricia and Doug Faris
Jerry Fehrman
Jacqui Fergione
Marcia Kaplan and Todd Fishman
Anita* and Mike Flo
Mary Kim and Jim Folds
Nicole* and John Forness
Alice and Mark Furr
Ellie* and Buckley Gardner
Demi* and Steve Goodman
Brook and Chris* Goodrum
Linda and Stan Goodson
Karen and Stephen Gosselin
Ashley and Blake Graeber
Jennifer and Ryan* Graham
Katreana Graves
Ann Brookshire and Joe Grier, III
Jenny and David Griffes
Becky and Jed Guenther
Ame* Guy
Julie Hall
Brenda–Anne Hampden
Dawn* Hardy
Myrtle and Melvin Hardy
Susan Harmon
Susan and Steve Harmon
Maria* and Brad Harris
Anne and Skeet Harris
Kathy and John Hartnett
Carey and Scott Heberton
Meneika* Helms
Allison and Ross Hendrix
Laura Anne and Land Hite
Adrienne* and Dennis Hobbs
Heather and Brandon Hobbs
Heleen* and Edward Hogan
Becky Hopkins
Rebecca and Jim Hovis
Pam* and Ed* Howard
Renee and Nat Hyde
Debbie* and Wayne Inman
Barbara and Dyrle* Jackson
Michelle and Michael Jackson
Toni* and Jason Jiggetts
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Vickie and Gene Johnson
Max* Jones
Mary and Tony Jones
Mary Sue and Tony Jones
Carmel and Don Joyce
Anne Marie* Katalenas
Catherine and John Kendall
And* and Clay Kennington
Elizabeth and Jamie Kiser
Georgia* and Scott* Krueger
Meeghan* and Timothy Kuwada
Valerie and Davis Kuykendall
Lauren and Brandon Lewisohn
Anita and Thomas Lewison
Cindy and Nels Lindquist
Fanny Lineberger
Tricie* Love
Mary and Tom Luttrell
Elizabeth* Lynch
Kimberly and Chuck Macurda
Betty and Randy Marion
Linda* and Mathew McCaffee
Tammy* and Steven McCullum
Liz and Whit McDowell
Melinda and Casey McKinney
Nancy and Mike McNeils
Sandra* McPhaul and Mike Dickens
Maria Medina
Zeba* and Syed Mehdi
Michelle* and Charles Michaels
Bette and Fred Miller
Bianca and Matt Miller
Julie and Stuart Moffat
Marlene and Mark Moosa
Ashley* and Dany Morgan
Peggy and Jim Morgan
Judy and Fred Morganthall
Gwen* Morris
Kathy* Morrison
Jenny and Mike Mullowney
Cynthia* and Rob Noon
Andra and John Norman
Lil" Hayati and Al Nugroho
Christina and Dee O’Dell
Pat and Lester Osborn
Cathleen and Steve Ottavianelli
CarolAnn and Wally Overton
Bobbie Sain and Mac Owen
Mary* and Daniel Peer
Rhonda and Roderick Phifer
Donna and Tim Phillips
Caroline and Brendan Pierce
Catherine and Jeff Pitney
Woods and Rich Potts
Caterina and Frank Poutier
Catherine and Larry Powell
Diana Predice and Jorge Bedoya
Allison and Kerly Preston
Chris and Ronald Rainone
Pauli and Tracy* Reading
Laura and Barry Reich
Margaret* and Wil Rhodes
Mary Lib and Jim Richards
Cheryl and Timothy Ricket
Shelley and Cameron* Rinker
Cynthia* Robbins
Edwin Roberts
Bobbie Robinson
Chrissie and Brian Rogan
Becky and Matt Roller
Barbara and Earl Rosengrant
Bernice* and James Ross
Rudy* Rudisill
Kimberly and Charles Ruff
Honora* and Carl Ruggiero
Karrie and Bill Ryan
Sarah and Robert Salton
Michele* and Ken Schmidt
Kim and Ken Schultz
Gigi* and Mike Schutman
Carrie and Pete Seeber
Lisa and Gary Shenton
Kelly and Stephen Sherin
Paulette and Ron Sherrill
Leigh* and Gary Shipman
Deborah and Tom Shroyer
Rob Siemborski
Danielle Squires and Stephen Silvera
Angela *and Christopher Simmons
Kim* Sipes
Lara* and Jeffrey Smith
Letisha Brown Smith and Derrick Smith
Janis Smith
Jimmy Smith
Melissa and Mark Smith
Will Smoak
Dorley and James Speller
Debby* and Eric Stanley
Jane and Shawn Stinson
Sonja Stokely
Lee and Wes Sugg
Amy* and Eric Sullivan
Amanda and Ryan* Swengros
Janet and Grant Taylor
Jane and Chris Thomas
Rose Mary and Sebron Thompson
Margaret* and Michael Throckmorton
Martha and B. Townes
Mary and Steve Townley
Tracy and James Vap
Jessica and Brian* Vest
Cary* and Jay Wade
Carol* and Dominic Walton
Carol and David Warren
Joan Wayne
Cathie and Lance Weeden
Genie* and John Weekley
Marcy* Weiner
Tom and Kate* Wheeler
Kim* Wiebel
Kerrie Lynch and Matthew Williams
Tracy and Jerry* Williamson
Melissa and Matthew Wilson
Donna and Bill Wright
Yin-Tao Wang and Wei-Ning Xiang
Anne Young
Fatat and Ned Zeitouni

ORGANIZATIONS

25+ Years
Bank of America
Belk, Inc.
Bissell Companies
Carolina Tractor
C.D. Spangler Foundation, Inc.
Coca Cola Bottling Company
Consolidated
Duke Energy
Myers & Chapman, Inc.
Steelfab, Inc.
The Dickson Foundation
The Dowd Foundation
The Horne Co. Partners, LLC
Wells Fargo

20-24 Years
Alwinell Foundation
Beacon Partners
Charlotte Pipe & Foundry Company
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
Harris Teeter
PwC
Precor
R. B. Pharr & Associates
Showalter Construction Company
The Keith Corporation

15-19 Years
A & W Electric Motor & Controls, Inc.
AXA Foundation
Bojangles
Carolinas HealthCare System
Davidson College Presbyterian Church
Harris Teeter
Moore & Van Allen
Neighboring Concepts, PLLC
Patterson Pope
Preferred Electric
Rodgers Builders, Inc.
William B. McGuire Jr. Family Foundation

10-14 Years
Advanced Imaging Systems
AT&T
Balfour Beatty Construction
C Design, Inc.
Carolina Trust Bank
Childress Klein Properties
Choate Construction Company
Committee To Restore & Preserve
Third Ward, INC
Concord Engineering & Surveying, Inc.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Drums Florist & Gifts
Edifice, Inc.
Elkins Running, LLC
First Federal Savings Bank
Forest Hill Church
Frito-Lay
GREG and India Keith Foundation
Ingersoll Rand
Jennings Cobble, LLC
Lake Norman Marina
Land O’ Frost, Inc.
Lincolnton Animal Hospital
Mark M. Petryna, DDS, P.A.
Matthews Animal Clinic
McGurieWoods
McKee Dental
McLeod Corp. Holiday Marina
Microsoft
Northwood
Nothing But Noodles
Novant Health, Inc
Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein
PEAK 10, INC.
Piedmont Natural Gas
Randy Marion Automotive
Red Moon Marketing
Red Ventures, LLC
Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson
SellEthics Marketing Group, Inc.
Service Plumbing of Charlotte
Smoothe King
Starr and Dickens Orthodontics
Steve Moore Chevrolet
Sweet Dreams Mattress
The Peninsula Community Foundation
Warlick Funeral Home
YMCA of the USA

* Current or past YMCA of Greater Charlotte staff member
# Deceased
ENDOWMENT FUNDS
YMCA of Greater Charlotte Endowment Funds are comprised of gifts and bequests, subject to a requirement that the principal be maintained intact and invested to create a source of income for the designated branch or use in perpetuity. Our endowed funds provide financial assistance for Y programs and memberships, as designated by the donor, helping us fulfill our mission to serve all.

ASSOCIATION
Bank of America Y Readers
Development Endowment
General Endowment
George Battle Endowment
Harry Brace Leaders Endowment
Hearst Foundation Endowment
Higgins Memorial Scholarship Fund
YMCA Fund

BRACE
Dooley Family Endowment for the Brace Branch

CAMP HARRISON AT HERRING RIDGE
Herring Family Endowment
Herring Ridge Endowment
Jim Morgan Chaplaincy
Keith Family Campership Endowment
Ken Thompson Scholarship Fund

CAMP THUNDERBIRD
Camp Thunderbird Endowment
Curtis Johnson Endowment
Joseph F. Cannon Bequest
James Douglas McQueen Endowment

DOWD
Christian Emphasis Endowment
R. T. Dooley Endowment for the Dowd Branch

GATEWAY VILLAGE
Gateway Village Endowment

HARRIS
Edwin and Lou Jones Endowment
Harris Endowment

JOHNSTON
Johnston Endowment
Wells Fargo Endowment

KEITH
Judy Rose Endowment
Keith Branch Endowment

LAKE NORMAN
Allene Claire Koger Endowment
Kaylor Krueger McIntosh Woods Endowment
Lake Norman Endowment
Youngblood Endowment

LOWE’S
Lowe’s YMCA Endowment

MCCROREY
Bank of America Endowment
Dr. R. A. Dunn Endowment
McCrorey Endowment
Vivian and Larry Carroll Endowment

SIMMONS
Felix Sabates Endowment
Ganatra Family Endowment
Heller Swim Fund
Simmons Endowment

STRATFORD RICHARDSON
Learn to Swim Endowment
Robert Johnson Endowment
R. T. Dooley Endowment for the Stratford Richardson Branch
Stratford Richardson Branch Endowment
YMCA Mission: To put Christian principles into practice through programs that build healthy spirit, mind and body for all.

ymcacharlotte.org/give